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Burning money – a coin hoard from Brigetio

Lajos Juhász
Institute of Archaeological Sciences

Eötvös Loránd University

jlajos3@gmail.com

Abstract
The numismatic material of the second cellar at the municipium of Brigetio yielded a very peculiar set of

coins. All of them were severely damaged by heat, most of them beyond recognition, but some in a stacked

position. Nonetheless, this unfortunate condition and the fact that they were discovered in a cellar, make it

clear that they are to be considered a hoard. A few of the coins can be dated to the Antonine era, which is in

accordance with the other datable material from the cellar, which was �rst cleared and subsequently �lled up

with debris from the neighbouring territories. This also accounts for the damage of the coins, which were most

likely destroyed by a �red that accidentally erupted in the nearby blacksmith’s workshop.

It is always exciting to unearth a cellar that lay untouched for almost two millennia in search
of hidden and long forgotten treasures. It was no di�erent in 2015 at Komárom/Szőny-Vásártér
i. e. the municipium of Brigetio, where we were eager to uncover a Roman cellar we already
had discovered in 2012 (Fig. 1).1 The reason for the long delay was the very fortunate fact that
the wooden ceiling was preserved, thus we required professional assistance for its safe removal.
The walls of the cellar were completely intact, as were those of a similar cellar discovered
in 2009.2 Following the ceiling’s removal we could �nally begin to uncover, what was left
untouched for centuries.

Our expectations were of course high and these were met with interesting discoveries. The
wooden ceiling covering only 2/3 of the cellar, underneath of which the only �nd was a shattered
amphora. Interestingly enough the remaining southern 1/3 however yielded a plethora of �nds.3
This latter part was left uncovered by the ceiling, to ensure access most likely via a wooden
ladder. Here a Roman bronze parade helmet, various seeds (wheat, millet, date, grape, apple. . . ),
ceramics and coins were found. This peculiar distribution of �nds led to the conclusion that
the cellar was �rst cleared of everything but the amphora, and was subsequently �lled up from
above with debris, while the wooden ceiling was still intact. Based on the datable artefacts this
was in the Antonine era, after 150 AD.4

Now let us discuss the coins in detail, which we were eager to see following their restoration.
Unfortunately, despite the almost 20 pieces found in the cellar, only 4 of them can be securely

1 Bartus et al. 2016, 113.
2 In fact a third cellar was also discovered in 2013, but its vertical walls were missing. Bartus et al. 2017.
3 Bartus et al. 2017.
4 Bartus et al. 2017.
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identified due to the heavy deformation. However, exactly this unfortunate fact provided some
peculiar details. They all show traces of considerable heat damage, 10 coins even melted together.
Out of the 12 denarii only one could be possibly identified as Vespasian (Nr. 1). His coins are
rare at the site, but not unknown, although because of the quite deteriorated portrait, we have to
consider the identification with caution.5 The silver coins were far more damaged by the fire than
the bronze ones, and are virtually unrecognisable. Of the six aes coins four fortunately enough
stuck together with their reverses, thus making their identification possible. A sestertius of
Faustina minor melted together with a dupondius of Marcus Aurelius (Nr. 2), while two dupondii
of Faustina minor and her daughter Lucilla (Nr. 3) also adhered to one another.

Fig. 1. Plan of the excavations at Szőny-Vásártér in 2015. The cellar is situated in sections L16–17,
M16–17 (Plan: L. Dobosi).

Because of the heavy �re damage to all the 18 coins found in the second cellar, they can be
considered a hoard. Hoards found inside of buildings are quite rare, since their main purpose
was to be kept hidden, thus keeping them, where no one would look for it.6 The coins were
destroyed in the same �re, proving that they were in use or at least stored and subsequently
discarded at the same time. The Lucilla coin sets a terminus post quem date of 164 AD for the
hoard and the subsequent �lling of the cellar. The nice family series of Faustina maior and
minor, Marcus Aurelius and Lucilla con�rm this date.

Interestingly the coins melted together in their original stacked position, despite the �re.
This means that they were so tightly stored that they did not fall apart even in the great
�re. They could not have been wrapped in some cloth or leather purse, since it would have

5 On the monetary circulation of Komárom/Szőny-Vásártér see Juhász 2018.
6 Găzdac et al. 2016, 63.
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deteriorated before the coins had melted. It is possible that they were trapped between the
rubble of the burning workshop, but this would have had to have been an extremely luckily
set of circumstances. This is especially true for the four denarii (Nr. 4) that indicate a more
peculiar storage place, since they had to have kept their position for the time for the silver to
melt, which is more than 900°Celsius. Furthermore, the Faustina mai. and Marcus coins (Nr. 2)
also melted together with these 4 denarii, although during the restoration they were detached
from one another. Judging from the various burnt marks, several other coins were next to each
other, although the exact position is impossible to tell. Therefore it is most likely that the coins
were kept in some kind of strongbox or some other secret place that was destroyed by the �re.7
Probably the persons carrying out the salvaging of the ruins were not even aware of the money
being amid the debris, otherwise the silver itself would have been worth saving and remelting.
But this is no wonder, since even today they are not readily identi�ed as coins, but rather as
burnt metal scraps.

What could have caused this �re and where did it originate? It seems as though the �ames
probably erupted in the neighbouring artisanal area, possibly in a blacksmith’s workshop east
of the cellar. It must have been a result of an accident of some sort, since it is con�ned to a
smaller area and cannot be considered a barbarian destruction layer.8 Here we found three
furnaces, burnt �nds along with great amounts of iron slags.9 This debris was scattered around
the neighbouring territories during great levelling works at the end of the 2nd – beginning of
the 3rd c. These reshaped the whole municipium; the orientation of the buildings changed,
previous openings were walled up, old cellars and pits were �lled with debris.10

Interestingly enough the coins from the neighbouring territory to the east of the cellar were
also burnt, but not nearly to a similar degree, since most of them could be identi�ed.11 This is
especially odd, since the most part of the iron slags were found here with considerable amount
of iron debris. This also supports the assumption that the coins from the second cellar were
stored, damaged and buried together.

Two hoards with similar �nd circumstances were recently discovered in the civil town of
Carnuntum, not far from Brigetio itself. One is a late Roman hoard from Haus I hidden between
the pillars of the hypocaustum, but could not be retrieved due to a �re in the heating system.12

In this case the coins are more than a century younger than the ones from the cellar, but the
burnt context inside a residential building is the same. Interestingly enough these coins were
not so damaged by the �re as the one in Brigetio. The second is Carnuntum XI hoard found in
the south-west tower of the city walls, but originally hidden at an unknown location.13 The
104 coins found their way to the substructure of the walking level, when the forti�cation had
to be renewed because of an earthquake in the middle of the 4th c. This hoard terminates in
215 with 80% of the total from the Severan family, but also includes coins from the 1-2nd c.

7 The remelting of these coins for their raw material also seems highly unlikely because of the stacked position.
8 These are completely missing from the civilian town of Brigetio.
9 Bartus et al. 2017.
10 Bartus et al. 2016, 114.
11 Bartus et al. 2016, 160–163.
12 Găzdac – Humer 2004, 186–190; Găzdac – Humer 2010, 49–52.
13 Găzdac et al. 2016, 63–66.
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As for the value of the 18 coins consumed by the �re an approximate estimation can be attempted
with the limited literary sources at hand. There was 1 sestertius, 3 dupondii, 2 dupondius or as
and 12 denarii. Of the latter one was a subaeratus (nr. 4) i.e. an ancient forgery with a copper
core, making its purchasing power very di�cult to estimate. This leaves us with 11 genuine
silver coins, 1 forgery and the rest of the aes coins also amounting to almost a denarius in value.
What was this sum worth in the 2nd c.? The Vindolanda tablets tell us that at around 100 AD
approximately 8 denarii would have su�ced monthly to buy 5 modii barley, 15 pounds of bacon,
30 eggs, 60 liters of beer and some salt.14 A wax tablet from Alburnus Maior (Verespatak/Ros, ia
Montană) records that 5 lambs cost 18 denarii, while 1 piglet 5 denarii.15 The dating of the
inscription between 131–167 AD roughly corresponds with the coins from the cellar in Brigetio.
Even though Dacia is geographically not close to Pannonia, and therefore the prices must
certainly have varied somewhat, but this wax tablet gives us at least a rough estimate how
much purchasing power the burnt sum had. A further wax tablet inform us that miners earned
70 denarii for half a year’s work at Alburnus Maior, which was higher than the average day
labourer’s salary.16 The other estimate can be given based on the military payments.17 The
stipendium for a legionary foot soldier in the 2nd c. was 400 sestertii (100 denarii), i.e. 1200
annually.18 This would mean the money in the cellar would equal about half a month’s salary
of a soldier, although he would only receive a fraction of it.19

As can be learnt from the sources the burnt money in the cellar could have kept hunger at bay
for person or a small family for 3–4 weeks. This sum was more than a month’s wage for hard
physical labour. It also equals a legionary foot soldiers half a month’s salary before reduction, so
approximately one month’s pay following deduction. This means that the molten money must
surely have caused considerable headache to its owner, when seeing it perishing before his eyes.

The 18 coins uncovered in the 2nd cellar in the municipium of Brigetio in 2015 proved to be quite
unusual. They were all severely damaged by high heat, some of them were molten together.
Only 4 were securely identi�able all from the Antonine dynasty, which is also the most likely
date for the �re. The identical condition and that several pieces stuck together indicate that
these coins were a stored collectively, thus can be viewed as a hoard. The vast amount of iron
slags subsequently scattered around the neighbouring territories, especially in cellar nr. 3,
point to a nearby blacksmith’s workshop. This also seems like the most probable cause of the
eruption of the �re, causing some serious grief for the hoard’s owner.

14 Drexhage et al. 2002, 178.
15 CIL III p. 953 (XV); IDR 243-246/46 (TabCerD XVI). The rest of the lists include other items (bread, vinegar,

salt) with prices, but without specifying their quantity. Because of frankincense was also bought it is possible
that the whole purchase was for a religious event. Pundt 2012, 68–69.

16 IDR 233-235/41 (TabCerD XI); Pundt 2012, 73–74. This also corresponds to the wages paid to the quarry
workers at the Mons Claudianus in Egypt. Cuvigny 1996, 142–145

17 For a short summary of the problems calculating the military payments see Speidel 2014, 53–55.
18 Speidel 2009, 350.
19 A part of it would be kept back for food and other supplies (e.g. clothing) and for contributions towards the

unit (Saturnalia, standards). Speidel 2009, 360.
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Catalogue
1. Vespasian (?)

Inv. nr: KGYM 2015.LM16-17.046.3.
Av: [. . . ]
?
Rv: [. . . ]
?
Weight: 3,57 g
Denomination: denarius
Mint: ?
Literature: ?

2. Faustina mai. and Marcus Aurelius

(2 coins melted together)
Inv. nr: KGYM 2015.LM16-17.078.289.
Av: [...] – FAVSTI[NA]
Dr. bust r.
Av: [M AN]TONIVS – AVG TR[P ...]
Rad. bust r.
Weight: 26,81 g
Denomination: sestertius (Faustina), dupondius
(Marcus Aurelius)
Mint: Rome
Literature: ?

3. Faustina iun. and Lucilla

(2 coins melted together)
Inv. nr: KGYM 2015.LM16-17.078.290.
Av: FAVSTINA - [A]GVSTA
Dr. bust r.
Av: LVC[IL]LA - AVGVSTA
Dr. bust r.
Weight: 20,10 g
Denomination: dupondius
Mint: Rome
Literature: ?

4. ? (4 coins melted together)
Inv. nr: KGYM 2015.LM16-17.078.288.
Av: [. . . ]
?
Rv: [...]
?
Weight: 24,21 g
Denomination: denarius
Mint: ?
Literature: ?
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5. ? (2 coins melted together)
Inv. nr: KGYM 2015.LM16-17.078.291.
Av: [. . . ]
?
Rv: [...]
?
Weight: 8,59 g
Denomination: denarius
Mint: ?
Literature: ?

6. ?

Inv. nr: KGYM 2015.LM16-17.046.5.
Av: [. . . ]
?
Rv: [. . . ]
?
Weight: 1,63 g
Denomination: denarius subaeratus
Mint: ?
Literature: ?

7. ?

Inv. nr: KGYM 2015.LM16-17.030.2.
Av: [...]
?
Rv: [...]
?
Weight: 3,55 g
Denomination: denarius
Mint: ?
Literature: ?

8. ?

Inv. nr: KGYM 2015.LM16-17.030.3.
Av: [...]
?
Rv: [...]
?
Weight: 3,36 g
Denomination: denarius
Mint: ?
Literature: ?
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9. ?

Inv. nr: KGYM 2015.LM16-17.030.4.
Av: [. . . ]
?
Rv: [...]
?
Weight: 2,02 g
Denomination: denarius
Mint: ?
Literature: ?

10. ?

Inv. nr: KGYM 2015.LM16-17.078.293.
Av: [. . . ]
?
Rv: [...]
?
Weight: 2,88 g
Denomination: denarius
Mint: ?
Literature: ?

11. ?

Ltsz: KGYM 2015.LM16-17.046.4.
Av: [...]
?
Rv: [...]
?
Weight: 12,56 g
Denomination: dopundius or as
Mint: ?
Literature: ?

12. ?

Inv. nr: KGYM 2015.LM16-17.078.292.
Av: [. . . ]
?
Rv: [...]
?
Weight: 12,22 g
Denomination: dopundius or as
Mint: ?
Literature: ?
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